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Voluminous and dense with good ability to hold a shape 

WHEN KEVIN BRENDAN walks into a room, the 
first thing people notice is his shock of thick 
black hair. Though the 24-year-old receives 
compliments for the luxuriance of his mane, 
he suspects people are merely being kind, 
and that they actually find it more alarming 
than charming.

“My hair is always in a mess because it’s 
so thick and bushy,” the full-time national 
serviceman and occasional performer 
laments. “When I finally manage to get my 
hair to sit right, it still goes haywire soon 
after. I’ve been told it’s the humidity that 
makes my hair frizz up. It’s frustrating, 
because it’s a lot of time wasted just to keep 
my mane from looking unkempt,” he adds. 

The Barber Says
We take Kevin to Ana Nguyen at Sultans 
of Shave in search of solutions. In stark 
contrast, she thinks Kevin’s dense hair is 
a blessing because it can hold any shape. 
Ana confesses she actually enjoys working 
with voluminous hair because it is more 
satisfying to cut. It’s obvious from the way 
she snips through Kevin’s mane. It’s as 
though she’s creating a hair sculpture. 

Making The Cut 
Both Ana and Kevin agree that regular trims 
are the key to taming such hair. But first, 
you still need to find the right cut.

“Truthfully, those with thick hair can 
get away with many hair styles if they’re 
properly cut. The easiest way is to crop 
the sides and layer the crown. This helps 
to accentuate one’s bone structure, while 
also giving room for experimentation with 
various styles, depending on the length you 
choose to keep,” Ana explains as she gave 
Kevin a French crop.

“To enhance control, those with thick 
hair should try a texturising product,” Ana  
suggests. “Just use it on dry hair and then 
blow it out to shape the hair.”

To deal with frizziness on humid days, 
Ana recommends products with some oil 
content, to help nourish hair strands, protect 
the hair shaft from drying out, and lend 
some holding power. 

“Just avoid using too much. It can leave 
your hair looking sloppy,” she cautions.

Red Carpet Inspiration
Nick Jonas at the MET Gala 2018   

THICK & WAVY

1  BARBER’S PICK: 151 PROOF PREMIUM POMADE, BLIND BARBER
For a product that is rich in emollients, this is surprisingly lightweight and provides 
a good and lasting hold. It’s also great that the frizz-fighting formula contains hops 
extract to prevent dandruff and reduce scalp inflammation. 
Key Ingredient: Hops extract
Styling Tip: Build the product up as you go  
Available at Sultans of Shave for $35

2  OUR PICK: MATTE WAX, SUAVESMITH
We were impressed by how this wax helped to both enhance waves and maintain our 
hairstyle in this humid climate. We also believe that the kaolin clay in the formula 
helped the product to do its job in imparting a natural matte look and absorb excess 
sebum that can weigh the hair down.   
Key Ingredients: Kaolin clay, sweet almond oil, beeswax
Styling Tip: Use a wide-toothed comb to incorporate more volume 
Available at Lazada for $19.99
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Silky and smooth with a high tendency to fall flat

BLAME CORNY SHAMPOO ADS for making us 
believe that straight and silky is the ideal 
type of hair to have. “It never gets tangled,” 
offers 23-year-old student Nathan Ling with 
a chuckle. “But it gets annoying when I try 
to style it, because nothing sticks. I also 
don’t like it when my fringe gets stuck to my 
forehead when I perspire.”

Because it lacks texture, Nathan’s straight 
hair falls flat easily, making it difficult for 
him to achieve a well-structured coif. He also 
complains that styling products often leave 
his hair looking sloppy because they tend 
to weigh his hair down. Though it’s easy for 
him to simply sweep his fringe sideways, he 
gets bored of it sometimes.

“It will definitely be nicer if my hair 
weren’t so flat. Then I’ll be able to 
experiment with various hair styles instead 
of just sweeping it to the side all the time.” 

The Barber Says
“Stick straight hair doesn’t take well to 
styling products,” Ana confirms. “It gets 
weighed down easily. That is why those 
with this hair type should take note of what 
products they can apply.”

Aside from that, Ana has no issues with  

chopping straight hair. “The hair hardly gets 
tangled in the comb, so from a hairdressing 
perspective, straight hair is easy to manage.”

Making The Cut 
If your straight hair is thick, Ana suggests 
a classic fade. But for those with less dense 
hair like Nathan’s, Ana suggests simply 
tidying up the sides and adding layers at the 
crown. “This helps to create texture. Because 
of that, styling products can adhere to the 
hair better, which will give you a better 
chance of creating volume.”

Ana recommends using texturising 
products to give limp hair more body. She 
shared that the way we apply a product 
is also important – unless one is going for 
a sleek comb back like the pompadour, 
it’s better to start with a small amount of 
product and gradually build it up, instead of 
diving right in with a full dollop. 

“Be careful with how much you apply. 
Starting small makes it less troublesome to 
re-style your hair, should you be unhappy 
with the way it’s turning out.” 

Red Carpet Inspiration
Yoo Ah-in at the Cannes Film Festival 2018 

LIMP & STRAIGHT

3  BARBER’S PICK: ORIGINAL POMADE, BOARDWALK POMADE
If you want to achieve a sleek event-ready look, this pomade has got you covered. 
Besides allowing an easy comb through, the product is also formulated with hair-loving 
ingredients such as aloe leaf juice and D-panthenol (also known as pro-vitamin B5) to 
strengthen and nourish your hair. 
Key Ingredients: Aloe leaf juice and D-panthenol
Styling Tip: Save this for special occasions to achieve a smart look 
Available at Sultans of Shave for $36

4  OUR PICK: QUICKSAND, HANZ DE FUKO
Don’t be alarmed by its gritty hand feel. This product has diatomaceous earth to 
lend texture and volume to straight and limp hair. We also like that it is infused with 
eucalyptus and horse fern extracts to stimulate healthy hair growth and prevent scalp 
issues such as dandruff and irritation. 
Key Ingredients: Diatomaceous earth and essentials oils 
Styling Tip: Apply a tiny bit on the roots and then evenly spread it out to add more body 
Available at Sephora for $30
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Wiry and frizz-prone with a tendency to get out of hand 

IT’S NO SURPRISE THAT DRY AND CURLY can be 
quite a handful to manage. Because of its 
kinks, even a simple comb through can be a 
downright chore. “Back in school, everyone 
around me had straight hair. I was ridiculed 
and bullied for having Afro-like curls. And so  
I grew up believing that my hair was weird,” 
shared Poobalan Govindaraju. 

In pursuit of a perfect coif, the 25-year-
old freelance personal trainer visited 
both ends of the spectrum. He first tried 
rebonding his hair to mimic celebrity 
football stars, but later found comfort in 
embracing his curls and even growing it 
out into a full Afro. He has since settled 
on a style that he prefers, but is open to 
experimenting with other options – with the 
right stylist.

“It’s annoying when stylists display that 
split second of hesitation when they see my 
hair. That’s why I resorted to go for basic 
and simple cuts. If I could choose, I’d prefer 
to have shinier and less frizzy hair, but 
there’s little I can do since I’m constantly out 
and about, helping my clients train. I know 
that applying products can improve how 
my hair looks, but they make my eyes sting 
when I perspire,” he laments. 

The Barber Says  
From a barbress’ perspective, Ana admits 
that tight and curly hair can be quite 
difficult to manage because the kinks often 
get tangled in her comb. “I need to be extra 
careful not to accidentally yank on such 
hair, lest I damage it or cause the customer 
any pain,” she says.
  
Making The Cut 
Still, Ana thinks Poobalan can make the 
most of his hair type. She finds that it adds 
character to its wearer. “Honestly, tight curls 
can be fun to have, especially when cut this 
way. It holds its structure well and doesn’t 
really need much to achieve a look. All it 
requires is some product to enhance the 
curls. Nothing is off limits here, so it’s quite 
simple,” she adds.

Aside from that, Ana suggests maintaining 
the curls with leave-in conditioners when 
Poobalan is off duty. “You can even use oils 
to tame the frizz and add shine if you’re 
running out on a quick errand.”

Red Carpet Inspiration
The Weeknd at the Harper’s Bazaar Icons 
Party 2018 

TIGHT CURLS

5  OUR PICK: LEAVE-IN CONDITIONER, LABEL.M 
Don’t neglect your curls on off days. Keep them nourished with leave-in conditioners 
when you can. We like this one from Label.M for its blend of botanical oils and plant 
proteins to strengthen and protect your hair. You can trust that it will leave your hair 
smoother and more manageable. 
Key Ingredients: A conditioning essential oil blend and plant-derived proteins 
Styling Tip: Apply to slightly damp hair so the oils can seal moisture in  
Available at We Need A Hero for $40.66

6  BARBER’S PICK: MATTE POMADE, BOARDWALK POMADE
Shiny hair is great but too much can make your locks look greasy and distasteful, 
especially on curls. If you’re looking for a product that imparts just a subtle shine while 
effectively supporting the structure of curly hair and fight frizz at the same time, try 
Boardwalk’s Matte Pomade. 
Key Ingredients: Cocoa seed butter and tephra (volcanic ash) 
Styling Tip: Simply scrunch the product into your hair  
Available at Sultans of Shave for $365 6
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Fragile and fine with the least ability to hold its shape 

IT’S DEFINITELY EASIER TO SHAVE your hair off 
when you have naturally thin hair. After all, 
most people want to avoid being mistaken 
for experiencing hair loss. 

“Ideally, I’d like to achieve a spiky look. 
But that’s almost impossible with fine hair 
like mine,” 30-year-old Jon Lin shares. “So 
right now, I’m resorting to keeping it at this 
length instead.” 

The style helps to add volume and frame 
his face, and using volumising hair products 
helps add body to his crown. Even then, 
the 2019 A-Lister and CFO of mClinica 
still finds it difficult to get a style to hold 
throughout an event, much less the day. He 
is disappointed when products betray his 
expectations and cause his hair to fall flat.

The Barber Says 
“It’s easy to assume that those with thin 
hair are balding. That’s not always true. 
Sometimes the follicles on the scalp are 
placed far apart, so the empty patches give 
the illusion of hair loss,” Ana explains. 

She also adds that thin hair is much more 
fragile, so it needs to be handled with extra 
care to avoid the strands from breaking or 
getting damaged.

Making The Cut
Although going for a cropped hairdo is 
ideal, keeping it longer like Lin is also a 
good decision. Ana suggests using that to 
advantage by choosing the right styling 
products to add a little volume. She advises 
against shaving the sides, and choosing to 
scissor-cut instead. 

“Shaven sides can look a little too severe 
on someone with fine hair. Keeping some 
length at the sides can complement a well-
styled crown,” Ana points out.

She thinks using the right styling products 
can definitely help. Sea salt sprays are a 
common go-to because they leave residue 
on the hair strands, creating much-needed 
volume that helps to give the hair texture.  
A bonus is that they wash off easily in  
the shower.

Although oils are a general no no in her 
books for this hair type, some volumising 
products use the ingredient in their formulas 
to create hold and give the illusion of a 
fuller head of hair. Ana recommends using a 
light touch with such products.

Red Carpet Inspiration
Ryan Gosling at the Oscars 2017  

FINE & THINNING

7  OUR PICK: UN.DRESSED, KEVIN.MURPHY
It is often believed that those with thin hair should avoid products with oils and waxes 
for their tendency to weigh the hair down. But Kevin.Murphy’s UN.DRESSED is formulated 
to thicken and condition instead. To top it off, botanical extracts including black pepper 
and ivy in this concoction also aid in stimulating healthy hair growth. 
Key Ingredients: Shea butter, beeswax and botanical extracts
Styling Tip: Gently massage the product close to your roots give it more body  
Available at selected hair salons for $45

8  BARBER’S PICK: 40 PROOF SEA SALT SPRAY, BLIND BARBER
Although sea salt does wonders for limp hair by effectively lending it some texture, it 
can dry your tresses out. The 40 Proof Sea Salt Spray counteracts that with panthenol 
that helps to condition and strengthen each strand so you don’t have to worry about 
breakage and dehydration. 
Key Ingredients: Sea salt and panthenol
Styling Tip: Ruffle your hair gently to dry the hair with each spritz to add volume 
Available at Sultans of Shave for $32 7 8
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